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Abstract — Online reviews evolve rapidly over time, which demands much more efficient and flexible algorithms for 

sentiment analysis than the current approaches. Current approaches detect the overall sentiment of a document, without 

performing an in–depth analysis to discover. We propose a Document level sentiment classification in conjunction with 

topic detection and topic sentiment analysis of bigrams simultaneously. This model is based on the weakly supervised 

Joint Sentiment-Topic model, and this extends the Latent Dirichlet Allocation by adding the sentiment layer. Bigrams are 

considered in order to increase the accuracy of sentiment analysis. A sentiment thesaurus is created with positive and 

negative lexicons and this is used to find the sentiment polarity of the bigrams. This model can be shifted to other 

domains. This is verified experimentally through four different domains which even outperforms the existing semi-

supervised approaches.  

 

Keywords-Sentiment Analysis, Opinion Mining, Joint Sentiment topic (JST) model, Sentiment Classification, Maximum 

Entropy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining aims to determine the attitude of a speaker or a writer with respect to some 

topic. The attitude may be his or her judgment, evaluation, emotions and opinions. Sentiments are the subjective 

information and not facts. This is useful in determining whether a text contains positive or negative sentiments.  

Most of the current opinion mining research is focused on business and e-commerce applications, such as review of 

products and movie reviews. Few researches have tried to understand opinions in the social and geopolitical context 

[1].  

 

Machine learning techniques is been widely used for sentiment classification at various levels. It does not require 

prior training. These techniques provide the overall sentiment of a document, and do not concentrate the topics in 

the document. These observations have thus motivated the problem of using weakly supervised approach for 

domain-independent sentiment mining  

 

The main aim of our work is to classify the text using sentiment analysis on the review (opinion) of the user to 

evaluate the product. In this paper we have proposed a hybrid model which uses the LDA topic modeling to extract 

the topic and sentiment of the text simultaneously. In this model we have used bigrams which are formed by 

combining the adjacent words. And the formed bigrams are checked with sentiment lexicons to extract the essential 

bigrams, this is done to eliminate the overhead of input. The use of bigrams instead of unigrams can improve the 

text categorization as some words give different polarity meaning when considered as bigrams. For e.g. phrases such 

as “not good” or “not durable” will give different polarity meanings when it is taken as unigrams. Then the 

sentiment sensitive thesaurus has been used to identify the word’s sentiment. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related work. Section III presents the hybrid 

model. Section IV presents experimental setup and the results are discussed in Section V and VI. Finally section VII 

concludes the paper and outlines future work. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

Machine learning techniques have been widely deployed for sentiment classification. B.Pang and Lee experimented 

with Naïve Bayes, maximum entropy classification and support vector machines to classify movie reviews. They 

compared Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and SVM achieved highest accuracy (83 percent). But it can be tested 

with only movie domain [2]. Christopher and Dorbin investigated the density-based algorithm and proposed the 

scalable distance-based algorithm (SDC) for analyzing Web opinions. Even though SDC achieves good performance 

in clustering Web opinions, it has few drawbacks. In this predefined number of clusters is not required [3]. Corpus-

based techniques and Dictionary-based techniques which are used in previous semantic orientation approach finds 

the co-occurrence pattern of words to determine their opinions. Corpus-based techniques depend on a huge corpus to 

calculate the mathematical information needed to decide sentiment orientation. So it might not be efficient as it is 

dictionary based [4]. 

 

Swati and Manali worked with movie reviews and proposed a new hybrid approach with rule based classification, 

supervised learning, and machine learning method for sentiment analysis [5]. This produced maximum accuracy. 

Another novel approach for solving domain dependency problem annotated in-domain data and a lexicon based 

system for classifying reviews. But it produced only 60 percent of accuracy [6]. Blitzer experimented with structural 

correspondence (SCL) algorithm to solve domain transfer problem for opinion mining, Candidate pivot features 

were selected based on the frequent words. They achieved only 46 percent of accuracy [7]. Shoushan Li and 

Chengqing proposed a task called multi domain sentiment classification which aims to improve the performance by 

training data from multiple domains. It produced 83 percent of accuracy [8].  

 

The Multi-Grain Latent Drichlet Allocation model (MG-LDA) used in another research. It can be used to build 

topics. The limitation of MG-LDA is it is topic based, it does not consider the associations between topics and 

sentiments [9]. Titov and McDonald proposed the Multi-Aspect Sentiment (MAS) model for sentiment extraction 

and this is based on supervised learning technique [8]. Schutze applied dimensionality reduction techniques to 

overcome computational intensity and over fitting in solving document routing, which is a problem of statistical text 

categorization. They used single words and two-word phrases called bigrams that were chosen by term frequency as 

an evaluation measure. This showed that a reduced feature space was beneficial for document routing [10].  

 

Jensen and Martinez used conceptual and contextual features, such as synonyms, hypernyms, and bigrams, to 

improve text classification. They reported that introducing these features decreased the error by 33% [11]. All of the 

aforementioned work shares some similar limitations: 1) Most of the previous researches are based on supervised 

learning. It requires labeled data for training and it produces poor performance. 2) They focused only on classifying 

opinions but do not concentrate on topics which reduce the effectiveness of classification. 3) Most of the works used 

lexicon or Word net for classification. 4) Only unigrams were considered for sentiment analysis which does not give 

accurate sentiment analysis for negated words. 

 

III. HYBRID MODEL 

 

The hybrid model aims to overcome the two problems in sentiment analysis, first is the portability of the 

classification model to various domains, and second  is the loss of accuracy in classification by using unigrams. In 

this paper we propose a hybrid model which is based on LDA. In this model we used bigrams instead of unigrams 

because bigrams give different polarity meaning. Topics and sentiments are extracted simultaneously with the help 

of Gibbs sampling method. Sentiment layer is added between the document layer and the topic layer, this model 

contains three layers first is the sentiment labels associated with the documents, second is the topics associated with 

the sentiment labels and third is the layer of words associated with both sentiment labels and topics. Prior 

information is given to the model using sentiment sensitive thesaurus, this thesaurus contains the positive and 

negative lexicons. Thus polarity of a bigram can be found by comparing it with the lexicons in the thesaurus. Finally 

the sentiment labels are found for each bigram. 

 

The architectural framework of the hybrid model consist of pre-processing steps such as stop word removal and 

stemming, bigram generation, topic word extraction sentiment label generation, incorporation of prior information 

and finally the prediction. The architecture diagram of the hybrid model is shown in Figure. 1 
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In the stop word removal process numbers, punctuations and words which are not of much importance in NLP, (a, 

and, the, is,…) are removed, in the stemming inflected (or derived) words are reduced to their stem, base or root 

form ("argue", "argued", "argues", "arguing” the base or root word is “argu”). 

In the generation of bigrams the following steps are carried out 

• Find the list of lexicon (S) 

• Preprocessed documents (stemmed and stop words removed) 

• Combine the adjacent words 

• For each pair of (W1 + W2) check if any one of W1 or W2 is present in S then add to the bigram list (B) 

• Output B 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Architecture diagram of Hybrid Model 

  

 

In ordered to learn the topic representation of each document and the words associated to each topic the 

following procedure is carried out. 

1. choose a fixed number of topics and go through each document, and randomly assign each word in the 

document to one of the topics to improve the classification 

2. Go through each word in the document 

3. For each topic t compute  => P(topic t | document d) 

                        compute  => P(word w | topic t)  

4. Reassign w with probability of 

    P((topic t | document d)* P(word w | topic t))  

 

These steps are repeated many times in ordered to get a good result. This is an outline of the Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation which classifies the words in the document under various topics. The LDA model is used as a base for 

JST model.  

 

The JST model is used to find the sentiment label and the topic associated with each bigram. Gibbs sampling 

procedure is used in JST. The requirements for Gibbs sampling are   of a corpus, where α is the prior 

observation count for number of times topic j is associated with sentiment label l, β is taken as a constant value of 
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0.01 and γ is taken as (0.05*L) / S, here L is the length of the document and S is the number of sentiment labels. It is 

ensured that the sentiment and topic labels are assigned for all bigrams in the corpus. Then the following steps are 

carried out [1]. 

1: Initialize 3 matrices matrix ;  matrix , and  matrix  

2: For i = 1 to max Gibbs sampling iterations do 

3: For all documents do 

4: For all words do 

5: Find the variables   and   where   is the number of times word I appeared in topic j 

and sentiment label k,  is the number of times words are assigned to topic j and sentiment label k,  is the 

number of times a word from document d being associated with topic j and sentiment label k  is the number of 

times sentiment label k is assigned to words in document d,  is the number of words in document d 

6: Sample a new sentiment–topic pair ~l and ~z 

7: Update the variables   and   using the new sentiment label ~l and topic label ~z  

8: end for 

9: end for 

10: for every 25 iterations do 

11:Update the hyper parameter  with the maximum likelihood estimation. 

12: end for 

13: for every 100 iterations do 

14: Update the matrix  ,  and   with new sampling results; 

15: end for 

16: end for 

 

New sentiment topic pairs are sampled using equation (1) 

 

New sentiment topic pair =  *  *           (1) 

 

Where    =    

 

            =   

 

              =         

 

IV. INCORPORATION OF PRIOR INFORMATION 

  

The efficient way for sentiment analysis can be done by incorporating prior information and extracting the 

word from topic word distributions generated from a Dirichlet distribution. First, the λ matrix  of size S x V, which 

is used to encode word prior sentiment information into JST model, is initialized with all the elements taking a value 

of 1. For each term w ∈ {1, . . . ,V} in the corpus vocabulary and for each sentiment label l ∈ {1, . . . ,S}, if w is 

found in the sentiment lexicon, the element λlw is updated as in equation (2)  

 

 1,  if  S(w)=l,
lw  0,  otherwise,λ ={

                                
(2)

 
 

Where the function S(w) returns the prior sentiment label of w in sentiment lexicon, i.e., neutral, positive, or 

negative. For example, the word “excellent” with the index in the vocabulary has a positive sentiment polarity. 

Equation (4.2) shows the corresponding row vector in λ is [0, 1, 0] with its element representing neutral, positive, 

and negative prior polarity. Then for each topic j ∈ {1, . . . ,T}, multiplying λli with βlji, only the value of βlposji is 

retained, and βlneuji andβlnegji are set to 0. Thus, “excellent” can only be drawn from the positive topic word 

distributions generated from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter βlpos Finally after completing all the steps we 
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obtain the polarity of the words i.e. Positive or negative. Performance of the classification is evaluated and it is 

observed that accuracy is increased while bigrams are used instead of unigrams. The example scenario of our work 

is shown in the Figure 2.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Example scenario 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

5.1 Datasets Description 

 

For experiment, Multi domain sentiment dataset is used. The Book and DVD reviews corpus has 2000 reviews 

that were classified in terms of the overall orientation as being either positive or negative (1000 positive and 1000 

negative reviews). The benchmark review dataset is collected from Cornell University. The dataset statistics before 

and after removing the punctuations and stop words, and after stemming the derived words is shown in the Table-1 

 

Table-1 Data Set Statistics 

. 

Datasets Book DVD Electronic Kitchen 

Doc 

Length(+) 

156 150 100 90 

Doc 

Length(*) 

 

116 110 85 70 

Vocabulary 

size(+) 

20,020 19,800 10,550 9875 

Vocabulary 

size(*) 

 

18,970 20,564 9490 8560 

 

Note: (+) denotes before preprocessing and (*) denotes after Preprocessing 

 

5.2 Sentiment Thesaurus 

 A sentiment sensitive thesaurus is created to classify the sentiments from multiple documents. We use labeled data 

from multiple source domains and unlabeled data from source and target domains, this is done in ordered to 

represent the distribution of features. Lexical elements and sentiment elements are used to represent a user’s review. 

Next for each lexical element, its relatedness is measured to other lexical elements and related lexical elements are 

grouped in ordered to create a sentiment sensitive thesaurus. The reviews are split into individual sentences and 

conduct part-of speech (POS) tagging and lemmatization using RASP system [2]. Lemmatization is the process of 

normalizing the inflected words which are based on POS tags to filter out the function words, retaining only nouns, 

verbs, adjectives and adverbs. Finally we extract lexical elements from both source and target domains. From the 

lexical words the sentiments are classified. The main problem in sentiment classification is that features that appear 

in source domain do not always appear in the target domain. For this reason, even if we a classifier is trained using 
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labeled data from the source domains, the trained system cannot be used for classifying the test domain. So we use 

feature expansion method to solve this problem. 

 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

A set of experiments were conducted on the hybrid model with multiple number of documents. A novel method is 

proposed to use the created thesaurus to expand feature vectors at train and test times in a binary classifier. The 

performance of the method depends on the sentiment sensitive thesaurus. Sentiment labels are extracted from 

thesaurus. Sentiment topics are chosen randomly by reading each sentence in the documents. These topics are 

reassigned many times using Gibbs sampling method. The sentiment labels are found for each word using the 

thesaurus. The thesaurus contains both labeled and unlabeled data from different domains. Few extracted topics and 

sentiment labels for bigrams are shown in Table-2. 

 
Table-2 Extracted Positive and Negative Words Bigrams 

 

 CAMERA BOOK 

N
eg

a
ti

v
e 

S
en

ti
. 

L
a

b
el

s 

Poor Quality No interest 

Small Picture  Read deeply 

less clear Read Bore  

P
o

si
ti

v
e 

S
en

ti
. 

L
a

b
el

s 

Screen Clarity  Low Cost 

Good resolution Short story 

Easy handle Very interest 

 

The count of words in the input and the count of bigrams obtained after implementing the Joint Sentiment Topic 

model are shown in the Table-3 

 
Table-3 Count of Words 

 

Number of Words In Input 3,64,244 

Number of Bigrams Formed 1,81,984 

Number of Positive Bigrams 

Classified 

70,993 

Number of Negative Bigrams 

Classified 

1,10,991 

Number of Topics  2 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this work the approaches to sentiment classification favour supervised learning. JST model targets sentiment and 

topic detection simultaneously in a weakly supervised fashion. The usage of bigrams for classification instead of 

unigrams improves the efficiency of sentiment classification. The experiments conducted on data sets across 

different domains reveals that the model behaves differently when sentiment prior knowledge is incorporated. For 

general domain sentiment classification, incorporation of a small amount of domain independent prior knowledge in 

the JST model achieved better and comparable performance compared to existing semi–supervised approaches 

despite using no labelled documents. The topics and topic sentiments detected by JST are indeed coherent and 

informative. In future, incremental learning technique is implemented for the JST parameters on facing the new data 

other than the corpus bigrams. 
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